
Solutions for Mobile Carriers

› Ensures merchandise is accessible and inviting
› Theft stops during and after hours
› Optimizes and reduces customer wait time

A single unified platform that provides powerful software 
analytics and industry leading security. 

› Centralized management of content, pricing, 
and planogram compliance

› Insights into in-store customer activity

Intelligent security  
that sells.

Enhanced Security
OnePOD

Data Capture
Insight

Leverage Data to Sell
MicroSigns
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ENHANCED SECURITY

InVue’s OnePOD platform provides multiple levels 
of security that maximize the customer’s in-store 
experience. OnePOD’s flexibility features cross-
merchandising via an auxillary port, planogram 
compliance, and customer interaction data.

ELEVATE THE ACCESSORY EXPERIENCE 

InVue’s Zips accessory product line provides a 
universal, cost effective platform to display and 
protect accessories and connected home/IoT 
devices.

DATA CAPTURE

InVue Insight delivers powerful in-store behavior 
analytics allowing you to monitor planogram 
compliance, customer interaction frequency and 
duration, and identify positions that have the 
greatest number of security incidents.

LEVERAGE DATA TO INCREASE SALES

MicroSigns improves the customer experience 
with self-guided content to help drive purchase 
decisions, creates more productive wait-
time experience, and allows for centralized 
management of content. Managed at the 
corporate level allowing you to easily insert data 
plans, control pricing, extended warranties and 
buyback offers.

MOBILE POS

mPOS promotes quicker transaction times 
and improves customer engagement. InVue 
solutions are adaptable for both mobile and fixed 
applications, support multiple payment options 
and ensure that tablets and peripherals are 
charged and ready to use.

OneKEY™ enables the exclusive InVue OneKEY ecosystem™, 
a security and merchandising ecosystem designed to improve 
customer service, decrease theft, and increase profits.

Merchandising mPOS Security Analytics


